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Executive Summary
This paper provides a summary on the main innovations about the Fundamental
Review of the Trading Book, the new regulatory capital requirements for Market
Risk. In particular, the author focuses on the modifications of the standards
introduced by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision in January 2019,
highlighting the amendments with respect to the 2016 version and providing a
qualitative assessment on each kind of intervention.
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2019 FRTB Review:
Main Interventions
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Marco Carandina ⇤

I

n troduced by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) in January 2016 [6], the
Fundamental Review of the Trading Book (FRTB) represents for sure the most ambitious and
challenging attempt to get a more risk-sensitive and consistent regulatory framework for market
risk capital requirements.
FRTB rules have been subject to several discussions during the last two years, mainly due to the
innovative framework they design with respect to the current Basel II and the related implementation
challenges. The discussions involved both the industry and the regulatory bodies and led to a
revised formulation of the 2016 standards at the beginning of 2019 [5].
After a brief overview on the most relevant milestones of these discussions and the FRTB general
framework, we will focus on the main modifications introduced in 2019 by the BCBS, comparing
them with respect to the 2016 first official version of the standards. The interventions will be analyse
in terms of both scope of application and methodology.
The paper describes these interventions by a qualitative point of view and has the main purpose
to inform the audience on the revision of the standards formalised by BCBS in January 2019; no
quantitative impacts will be reported or discussed.
Just for sake of completeness, in the paper we will refer to:
• “2016 standards” or “2016 version” meaning the [6] (January 2016);
• “2019 standards” or “2019 version” meaning the [5] (January 2019).

1.

2

Main Milestones

In January 2016 the BCBS completed the first official version of the FRTB standards, with the main
purpose of introducing a new and more robust framework for market risk capital requirements.
Drawing on the experience of “what went wrong” in the build-up to the crisis, the 2016 standards
can be defined as the most complete and coherent regulatory framework for market risk up to this
time, with a transition path initially planned until 2019 in order to replace the current Basel II rules.
Starting from 2016 several QIS and analyses have been conducted by both the industry and
the regulators, in an attempt to highlight potential drawbacks of the new standards and suggest
alternative solutions. One point has been clear to the industry: FRTB imposes a new paradigm for
market risk capital requirements, more risk-sensitive, and introduces concepts such as modellability
of risk factors and liquidity risks.
In December 2017 it has been announced an extension of the framework’s implementation from
the original 1 January 2019 date to 1 January 2022, in line with the general transition phase of the
reformed Basel III framework.
In March 2018, the BCBS published a consultative document to suggest improvements to the
2016 standards [7] in order to address the issues identified theretofore.
⇤ At

the time of the writing of this article, the author was working for Iason Consulting.
February 25th 2019 BCBS published a corrected version of the document just to address typos in the standards, no
substantial changes have been applied w.r.t the January version.
2 On
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The brand-new FRTB standards, published on January, 14th 2019 [5], supersedes the 2016 version,
formalizing de facto most of the enhancements discussed during the previous two years.

2.

Brief Overview of the Framework

Since the 2016 version the FRTB framework is made up of two main components:
1. The Standardised Approach (SA);
2. The Internal Models Approach (IMA).
and defines clearly boundary between the trading book and the banking book,to avoid regulatory
arbitrage in the application scope for capital charges.
FRTB introduces revised market risk measure approach and calibration in order to better capture
the tail, the liquidity risk and the impacts of financial stress. It also entails a closer relationship between
the SA and the IMA: in particular, the former has to be a reliable fall-back option in case of non-IMA
eligibility.
To obtain the Pillar I capital requirement in the SA, the most relevant component is the Sensitivity
Based Method (SBM), a more risk–sensitive approach in order to give a credible fall-back for trading
desks not eligible for IMA and an appropriate standard for banks that do not implement an internal
model. The SBM specifies:
• The risk weights that should be applied to the sensitivities for each of the prescribed list of risk
factors;3
• The approach that banks should use to aggregate the risk factor-level valuation changes into an
aggregate amount that is the basis of the capital requirement.4
The second component of the SA is the Default Risk Charge (DRC), intended to capture jump-todefault (JTD) risk that may not be captured by credit spread shocks under the SBM. The third
component of the SA is the Residual Risk Add-On (RRAO): it has to be calculated for all instruments
bearing residual risk separately and in addition to other components of the capital requirement
under the SA. The final capital charge under the SA valuation is given by the sum of the three
components described above, as showed in Figure 1.
The IMA set out in the 2016 standards featured a number of enhancements relative to the Basel
II framework, including:
• A new risk metric (Expected Shortfall or ES) to replace VaR and stressed-VaR and overcome
their main drawbacks;
• Enhanced requirements for approval to use models, including the introduction of a profit and
loss attribution back-testing (PLA test) for risk factors eligibility purposes;
• More coherent and comprehensive methods to measure risk, including the introduction of
distinct capital requirements for non-modellable risk factors (NMRFs).
As showed in Figure 2, IMA components for Pillar I capital charges are three: Expected Shortfall
calculations, NMRF capital charges, DRC (to consider default events in market risk and replace the
current Incremental Risk Charge introduced by Basel II.5).
The 2019 version enhances and reinforces the 2016 standards by recognizing most of the modifications discussed during the last 2 years. For sake of simplicity, we can sum up the kinds of
interventions in two macro-families:
• Interventions on scope: all those modifications that affect the scope of application of the new
market risk capital requirements;
3 Banks multiply their sensitivities to risk factors by these risk weights to estimate the change, on a risk factor by risk
factor basis, in the value of their trading book portfolio.
4 A set of formulae is prescribed that uses defined correlation assumptions to provide diversification benefit across risk
factors.
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FIGURE 1: FRTB Framework - SA

FIGURE 2: FRTB Framework - IMA

• Interventions on methodology: all those modification that affect the rules for capital charges
calculations in both standardised and internal model approaches.
In Figure 3 we provide a summary of the interventions formalized in 2019 version that we will
discuss in the next section.
In addition to a brief description of each modification, we also provide a qualitative assessment
on the relevance of the intervention in terms of potential impact on bank’s capital charges or risk
framework. We can consider three levels of relevance:
• Low:the intervention could have a low or negligible impact on the risk infrastructure and/or
the capital charge level of the bank.
• Medium:the intervention could have a more relevant impact in some aspects of the risk
infrastructure and/or in the level of capital requirement of the bank.
• High:the intervention will have an impact in the risk framework and/or the capital charge
level of the bank .
Clearly in this assessment relevance is evaluated by a qualitative point of view and the judgment
can be extremely subjective, dependent on several factors, including the complexity of a bank risk
framework, the size of its trading book, etc..
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FIGURE 3: Summary of the 2019 interventions and their relevance in terms of potential impact

3.

Interventions on Scope

The 2016 standards left some points unclear; if we focus exclusively on issues related to the scope of
application of the standards, two key points have been revised by BCBS in the 2019 version:
• Boundaries between Trading and Banking Books;
• Treatment of Specific cases/positions.
3.1

Trading versus Banking Book Boundaries

FRTB implies more defined boundaries between the Trading Book and the Banking Book to avoid
regulatory arbitrage. The demarcation should discourage banks from shifting their portfolio from
one book to another to provide the most favourable capital outcome.
The 2016 standards definition of the boundary between the trading book and the banking book
specified types of financial instruments that must be in the banking book and similar instruments
that must be in the trading book. It also specified financial instruments that are expected to
be in a particular book but could be designated to a different book with supervisory approval.
This additional detail, not present in the Basel II framework, was intended to promote consistent
implementation of the boundary, and limit the ability of banks to arbitrage capital requirements by choosing,
without restriction, to which book they designate instruments. We can find the same definition in the
2019 standards.
The BCBS has identified that in some cases financial instruments can be both in the list of
instruments that must be in a particular book, and in the list that are expected to be in the
other book. In order to clarify which requirements should take precedence, the BCBS introduced
amendments to this part of the 2016 standards to indicate the approach in these situations.
The proposed revision also clarify under what conditions equity investments in funds (e.g.
exchange-traded funds or real estate holdings) can be included in the trading book. Now banks
may assign to the trading book funds: (i) for which daily price quotes are available; (ii) which track
a non-leveraged benchmark; and (iii) which demonstrate a tracking difference, ignoring fees and
commissions, for which the absolute value is less than 1%.
This kind of intervention is highly relevant for all banks, since it affects the scope of application
of the standards and discourage any attempt of regulatory arbitrage. Banks may face higher capital
charges as transferring assets between the trading and banking books becomes more difficult.
3.2 Treatment of Specific Cases/Positions
The 2019 standards clarify a series of cases in the treatment of specific positions (e.g. Fx risk) and
of internal risk transfers, i.e. the cases in which a banking book position is hedge by a trading book
instrument.
www.iasonltd.com
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In particular, clarifications are focused on:
• Internal risk transfers of credit and equity risks from banking to trading books;
• Internal risk transfers of general interest rate risk from banking to trading books;
• Internal risk transfers within the scope of application of the market risk capital requirements,
e.g Fx and commodity risks in the banking book will generally receive regulatory capital
recognition;
• Eligible hedges for the CVA capital requirements, e.g. eligible external hedges included in the CVA
capital charges must be removed from the market risk capital requirements, to avoid double
counting and be consistent with the new SA-CVA introduced in December 2017 by the BCBS
[3].
These interventions may have a medium impact on banks’ risk charge calculations: the relevance of
the impact increases with the complexity of the trading book in terms of size and products traded.

4.

Interventions on Methodology

For sake of clarity, we have divided the interventions on SA by those on IMA.
4.1 Standardised Approach
4.1.1

Treatment of Liquid Currency Pairs

In the 2016 version both the standardized approach and the internal models approach did not
recognise that it is possible to combine two liquid currency pairs to create a new, triangulated
pair that, by being the result of combining two liquid instruments, would also be liquid. So, some
liquid FX currency pairs may be subject to capital requirements that are not commensurate with
their risk. The issue has been clarified in the 2019 document and it is relevant because certain
specified currency pairs are designated to be sufficiently liquid to warrant lower associated capital
requirements.
The 2016 version of the SA required banks to define FX exposures relative to their reporting
currency. This reflected the reality that a bank’s FX risk stems from movements in other currencies
relative to that which it uses for reporting purposes. However, the BCBS has observed that, in the
specific situation of banks holding FX options where neither of the underlying currencies is the
bank’s reporting currency, the approach to calculate curvature risk capital requirements may lead to
double-counting.
For example, if a EUR-reporting bank writes an option on the GBP/USD exchange rate, the
bank is considered to have two separate FX risk exposures – a GBP/EUR exposure and a USD/EUR
exposure. The bank calculates curvature risk capital requirements based on two shocks: one where
GBP is shocked relative to EUR, and one where USD is shocked relative to EUR.
The issue has been solved in 2019 standards [[5], p. 31]:
"[. . . ] The FX delta risk factors are all the exchange rates between the currency in which an instrument is
denominated and the reporting currency. For transactions that reference an exchange rate between a pair of
non-reporting currencies, the FX delta risk factors are all the exchange rates between:
(i) The reporting currency and
(ii) both the currency in which an instrument is denominated and any other currencies referenced by the
instrument.
[. . . ]"
There is still the possibility for banks, under supervisory approval, to alternatively calculate
FX risk with a base currency instead of the reporting currency. The result calculated relative to
the base currency is converted to the capital requirements in the reporting currency using the
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spot reporting/base exchange rate reflecting the risk between the base currency and the reporting
currency. Of course also the curvature FX definition has been modified with the inclusion of the
new version of the FX delta risk factors defined above.
4.1.2

Recognition of Diversification Benefits in Correlation Scenarios

In 2016 standards, improved risk sensitivity with respect to Basel II is largely due to a better
recognition of diversification benefits across banks’ trading portfolios. These diversification benefits
come from the use of prescribed correlations in the aggregation of risk factor-level losses to calculate
banks’ capital requirements.
The 2016 standards requires banks to calculate capital requirements for each risk class with three
different scenarios:
• With correlation assumptions as prescribed in the standard (the “medium correlations” scenario);
• With all correlations scaled upwards by 25% (the “high correlations” scenario);
• With all correlations scaled downwards by 25% (the “low correlations” scenario).
In the third case, the “low correlations” scenario can produce correlations that are more conservative than empirical data would support. Therefore in the 2019 version, under the “low correlations”
scenario, the correlation parameters rkl and gbc are replaced by:
rlow
kl = max (2rkl

100%; 75%rkl )

low
gbc
= max (2gbc

100%; 75%gbc )

Also in this case, the intervention could be relevant for banks, especially for those banks which
entirely rely on SA for capital charge calculations.
4.1.3

Revision of Bucketing Structure, Risk Weights and Curvature Calculation for SBM

In the 2016 version of SBM, net sensitivities for each Risk Charge are divided into 7 Risk Classes
and grouped into buckets by common features. Risk Classes are the already commonly known asset
classes and, according to FRTB naming convention, they can be divided into:
• General Interest Rate Risk (GIRR);
• Credit Spread Risk for non-securitization (CSR non-sec);
• Credit Spread Risk for securitization (CSR sec);
• Credit Spread Risk for securitization and correlation trading portfolio (CSR sec CTP);
• Equity Risk;
• Commodity Risk;
• FX Risk.
The 2019 version revised in part the bucketing structure for some risk classes, in particular:
• For delta CSR non-sec introduces two more buckets for aggregation, specifically for Investment
Grade (IG) indices and High Yield (HY) indices; moreover, the risk weight of the buckets for
IG covered bond and HY Sovereigns has been reduced.
• Two more Equity risk buckets have been added for large market cap, advanced equity indices
(non-sector specific) and other equity indices (non-sector specific); consequently, new rules for
aggregating the correlations and delta equity risk positions have been introduced.
• On Fx risk side, the BCBS reduced the unique relative risk weight by half (from 30% to 15%)
for all the FX sensitivities to ensure that the overall level of capital requirements resulting
from the revised standardised approach remains broadly consistent with the BCBS’s original
expectation.
www.iasonltd.com
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FIGURE 4: Comparison of risk weights by tenor between 2016 and 2019 standards.

Considering the delta risk weights in the SBM, the 2019 version introduces less conservative weights
to each tenor for risk-free yield curves as reported in Figure 4.
Also the risk weight for the inflation risk factor and for the cross-currency basis has been reduced
at 1.6% (2.25% in 2016 version).
With this modification on Risk Weights, probably the BCBS is recognizing evidences highlighted
by the industry on the over-conservatism of the previous RW levels; these new set of values will
probably have a relief effect on most aggregated risk capital charges and given the extended nature
of the interventions, impacts could be relevant for banks.
In the 2019 version there are also more details on calculation for net curvature risk capital charges
and for aggregating curvature risk positions.
4.1.4

Treatment of Index Instruments

The 2019 version focuses deeply on the treatment of index instrument, multi-underlying options, equity
investments in funds and Vega risk for multi-underlying instruments.
In particular, the BCBS gives a fundamental role to the look-through approach to analyse the
constituents and it states that the sensitivities inputs used for delta and curvature risk calculations
must be consistent.
Finally, in the 2019 version there are more cases of index instruments which are exposed to exotic
underlying exposures and other residual risks; these instruments are subjected to the RRAO.
We do not expect relevant impacts due to these interventions.
4.1.5

Simplified Approach for Market Risk

In June 2017, the BCBS published a consultative document which proposed two simplified alternatives
for standardised approach:
• A reduced form of the January 2016 SBM (removal of Vega and Curvature risks capital
requirements, simplification in terms of risk factors granularity and correlation scenarios);
• A recalibrated version of the Basel II.5 standardised approach.
This proposal was an attempt to facilitate the adoption of the market risk standard also for
non-sophisticated banks.
The 2019 standards formalized the possibility to adopt a simplified version of the SBM under
certain specific conditions, choosing de facto the second alternative.
For those banks that match eligibility conditions, the current Basel II.5 standardised approach will
be retained as a simplified alternative to the revised standardised approach, subject to the application
of specified scalars to ensure a sufficiently conservative calibration of capital requirements. The
scalars per risk class are set as reported in Figure 5.
The capital requirement arising from the simplified standardised approach is the simple sum of
the recalibrated capital requirements arising from each of the four risk classes (interest rate risk,
equity risk, FX risk and commodity risk).
Several institutions, including EBA [9] have reiterated in the last years their preference for a
recalibrated version of the current Basel II standardised approach as simplified alternative to SBM.
The point is both reasonable and relevant, especially for non-complex banks:

10
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FIGURE 5: Factor for capital requirements

• The main purpose of introducing a simplified version of the SBM is to reduce the implementation burden of moving towards a risk-sensitivity framework to those banks with low-volumes
and complexity in their trading books;
• By an IT point of view, the first alternative initially proposed by BCBS would imply in any
case the implementation of a new framework for many small-medium sized banks, with no
substantial difference to the implementation of the FRTB-SBM at all.
With the 2019 version of new market risk standards, also the BCBS have recognized the relevance of
this point.
4.2 Internal Models Approach
The 2019 version do not change the overall structure of the IMA framework, but introduce targeted
changes on:
• P&L attribution test (PLA Test);
• Non-modellable risk factors (NMRFs)
4.2.1

PLA Test

The BCBS introduced the PLA test to get an unbiased tool in order to assess quantitatively if the
models used by banks to calculate market risk capital requirements capture all the material risks
properly.
Some risks may be missing from the risk management modelling procedures due to risk factors
that are not included in the model or simplifications in the approaches to valuation. PLA is a useful
process to ensure that the models provide a reliable measure of potential losses over time.
This means that banks should make the results as well as the underlying inputs to their expected
shortfall calculations and the details of the P&L attribution exercise available to their supervisory
authorities and/or external auditors on request.
The PLA test specified in both 2016 and 2019 standards compares historical time series of two
measures of daily P&L for each trading desk for which a bank intends to use internal models:
• "Hypothetical P&L" (HPL): the P&L, as calculated by the bank’s systems, produced by revaluing
the positions held at the end of the current day.
• "HRisk-theoretical P&L" (RTPL): the P&L that is produced when only the risk factors in the
bank’s internal risk management model, and the valuation techniques used in that model, are
included.
The test is intended to be a benchmark by which supervisors can assess the appropriateness of a
bank‘s use of a model, with a trading desk being required to use the standardised approach for
market risk in the event that it fails to meet the PLA test’s requirements.
The performance of the PLA test metrics as originally specified in the 2016 version showed
concerns over the metrics’ combined abilities to appropriately identify models that demonstrate
deficiencies for the purposes of determining capital requirements.
www.iasonltd.com
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Thus the 2019 version clarifies the frequency at which the test is to be conducted and the length
of the time series to be used and the design of the test metrics themselves.
Moreover, the 2016 standards specified that trading desks that fail the PLA test would become
ineligible to use the IMA and thereby be subject to capital requirements based on the SA, although
the automatic consequence of an immediate fallback can contribute to significant volatility in the
capital requirements for a given trading desk.
To address concerns over volatility in capital requirements, a traffic light approach based on PLA
test performance has been introduced in the 2019 version.
Trading desks in the “green zone” are those that pass the PLA test, whereas those in the “red
zone” are those that have failed the PLA test and must fall back to use of the standardised approach.
Trading desks in the “amber zone” are those that have not met the full requirements of the PLA test,
but that have not performed so poorly as to necessitate immediate fallback to the SA.
Given the importance of the PLA test to determine IMA eligibility or not, we consider these
interventions as highly relevant for all the significant financial institutions with approved internal
models for market risk.
4.2.2

Eligibility of Risk Factors

The BCBS introduced an important topic for eligibility of risk factors: a bank must determine
which risk factors within its trading desks that have received approval to use the IMA are eligible to
be included in the bank’s internal ES model for regulatory purposes.
For a risk factor to be classified as modellable by a bank, a necessary condition is that it passes
the risk factor eligibility test (RFET). This test requires identification of a sufficient number (at
least 24) of “real price observations” that are representative of the risk factor over the previous 12
months, with no more than a one-month gap between any two observations.
The BCBS intended this requirement to provide assurance that the risk factors are sufficiently
liquid and observable to be amenable to modelling. In the event that a given risk factor does not
satisfy the RFET, it is classified as a non-modellable risk factor (NMRF), and has to be excluded from
the bank’s expected shortfall (ES) calculations, being subject to capital requirements determined by
means of a stress scenario.
In the 2016 version the standards were not sufficiently clear regarding the meaning of real price
observations and the requirements for banks’ use of data to calibrate internal models. The 2016
standards required real price observations to be “representative” of the risk factors which are subject
to the RFET. This is because risk factors for a financial instrument often do not correspond directly
to observable transactions in the market.
Thus the BCBS gives clarifications to the RFET in the 2019 standards and a number of principles
to inform assessments of the data quality that banks use to calibrate their internal models. The
quantitative conditions for a risk factor to be eligible for modelling have been amended to include
risk factors that have sufficient liquidity but may experience extended periods during which there is
limited trading.
For example, the requirement of no more than a 30-day gap between real price observations
has been replaced by a requirement of a minimum of four real price observations in a quarter.
Where a risk factor fails the eligibility test, it may still be considered eligible for modelling if there
are a minimum of 100 real price observations in the previous 12 months. In both cases banks are
permitted to count only one real price observation per day.
The calculation of the stressed loss for each NMRF has been simplified to reduce operational
burden. The 2016 standards required banks to identify a separate stress period for each NMRF
for the calculation of stressed loss, while the 2019 standards allows banks to use a common stress
period for all risk factors relevant to a particular risk class (e.g. all interest rate risk factors). The
period, over which the loss should be calculated, has been amended to be the same as the liquidity
horizon specified for the ES measure, with a floor of 20 days.
Interventions on risk factors eligibility can be considered as relevant by both regulatory and risk
management point of view, and may have a significant impact on capital charges calculations within
the IMA.
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5.

Conclusions

The amended version of the minimum capital requirements for market risk issued by the BCBS in
January 2019 aims at clarifying some issues emerged since the publication of the 2016 standards.
In a snapshot, the 2019 version recognizes most of the changes proposed by the Committee itself
in the consultation paper of March 2018 [7]; these changes mainly address:
• A general improvement of the FRTB’s mechanism;
• A mitigation of potentially adverse impacts;
• Most of the issues with the FRTB’s initial calibration, particularly for the SA.
In terms of interventions on scope, refined rules on boundaries restrictions for transfers between
the trading and banking books will make more difficult for banks to exploit regulatory arbitrage
and could generate more conservative impacts on capital requirements. This modification may have
significant impacts on capital requirements for all banks.
In terms of interventions on methodology, the impacts could be more difficult to evaluate, even
by a pure qualitative point of view. Some modifications will likely affect in a more significant way
those small and medium-sized banks which mainly rely on standardised approaches for capital
charges computation. On the other side, for most financial institutions with approved internal
models, the clarifications on PLA test and RFs eligibility may be more relevant.
On the SA side, in general we expect that the revision of bucketing, RWs and curvature
calculations will have a relevant impact on capital charges calculations, as well as the possibility of
adopting a simplified recalibrated approach instead of the entire SBM will ease the burden of IT
and risk frameworks implementation for less complex banks.
On the IMA side, in general the better quality of input data should improve the operational
robustness of the internal models. The PLA test, which intends to be a detailed and stringent test of
P&L capture by the ES risk model, is for sure the most relevant intervention since it may require
several years of testing and systems development. Without significant testing and involvement from
IT, risk and business experts, the system may produce results with noise, either obfuscating model
failings or leading to false rejections due to data or statistical noise. This remains one of the most
thorny point to be faced by banks until 2022.
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